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A Parson’s Vacation

□me
ha
when
they can either
eat or sleep; preach
ers generally are
happy to write when
they can’t talk; be
ing one of the latter and having worn
out my friends with the talk of my
great vacation last fall, I was glad
to respond to the invitation to write
up my October trip.
My credentials were of the best—
the Prince of Wales could have had
no better—and the last injunction
from Mr. Gilbert was to go every
where, see everything, and if I missed
anything it would be my own fault.
I took him at his word. Everything
proved favorable. October was a
beautiful month of perfect weather.
The leaves had just taken their
autumnal coloring when I arrived up
country and I stayed until the last
leaves were gone.
After having had dinner at Mr.
Bartley’s hotel, Harry Rollins took
me up to Grant Farm. It is a wonder
to me how a car can follow such a
winding road at his speed, but I knew
he loved life as much as I did so I
hung on and grinned! It was a great
ride, a thriller for one not accustomed
to such a treat. When I asked why
the road builders went out of their
way to make the road so crooked, the
only reply was something about fol
lowing a tote road. I said “yes?” but
it meant nothing to me until I had
later walked the tote roads in Rain
bow Town—then I understood just
what was meant. The winding roads
are much more beautiful than strait
ones but I felt the engineer’s aim was
for utility not the improvement of the
landscape. As usual there was a
reason.
At Grant Farm I found a home that
had all of the conveniences of a small
hotel and none of the artificialities
frequently felt in such places. The
great fire-place in the men’s room to
gether with the magazines attracted
me at once. I thought it was a spe
cial occasion but I learned that both
the fire and the magazines are there
every day. Nothing is more delight
ful to me than a book and an open
fire so I was contented from the be
ginning. Good fellowship and a little
humor add much under these circum
stances; both were added by Dr. and
Mrs. Porter of Old Town, who were
at the Farm for their last night of
vacation. The doctor was very happy
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in possessing a partridge or two
which he proudly carried home. I
understood Mrs. Porter to say she
witnessed the doctor discharge both
barrels of a shot gun at a partridge
with no effect and then a farm hand,
like David of old, carefully selected a
stone and killed said bird. I may have
the story twisted but anyway there
was a good laugh at the doctor’s ex
pense.
I thought Grant Farm was in the
woods because it was so far from
the railroad but the next day I
changed my mind. I took a trip to
the end of the road with Mr. Smith.
I believe his name is Normand but
sometimes I heard him called “grabb
all,” I suppose that is because of
his official duties but “Mr. Salvage
Smith” would be more dignified. He
was very good to me and hiked me in
to Sourdnahunk. He loaned me some
foot gear, suggesting that my Walk
overs would not survive the test of a
tote road. I was grateful to him and
wonder now that he did not scoff at
my innocent greenness. Next day I
purchased a pair of ten inch Bass.
My real baptism in woods life, how
ever, came the following day when I
tried to cross the stream entering
Raged Lake on boom logs—one of
them rolled! I learned then that water
plays a large part in woods life.
The trip to Rainbow Operation was
a revelation and a disillusionment. It
revealed real camp life. For the
visitor there is romance in such a setting. Especially as I looked at the
log camps in the moonlight my
thoughts went back to the Maine
Woods stories that Mother used to
read to the family from the Youth’s
Companion when I was just old
enough to listen to such tales. It was
all a book to me, the dream of a
small boy. Nevertheless I woke up
to reality when the cook roared “roll
out,” in the morning. The disillusion
ment came in connection with the
cutting of the trees. I knew there
were nearly a thousand men in the
section, and that the company did all
things thoroughly; these two ideas
had led me to conceive of the opera
tion as a large number of men going
up a hillside in close formation, trees
and everything before them falling
like grass over the cutter bar of a
mowing machine. I never found more
than five men at one time during the
working hours of the day. The first
day I could not tell cut land from the
uncut because the woods were so thick
that where the spruce and fir had

been taken out the standing timber
was still deep woods to me. Many
were the lessons Mr. Bridge taught
me as he led me from camp to camp
for four never-to-be-forgotten days.
The hike down the valley of Bean
Brook to Nahmakanda Lake, the night
at MacDougal’s Camps and especially
the bear stories told around the fire,
the hike up Rainbow Stream, and
back to the Depot Camps all together
made the treat of a life time to me.
As this is to be an article, not a
book, the lack of space forbids a de
scription of how I got my deer, or
the delightful events such as the rides
with Mr. and Mrs. Leavitt of Bangor,
the trip down Ripogenus Gorge with
“Chappy,” the trip up Chesuncook
with Alec Gunn to meet “Uncle Ans”
and to view the nearly completed
church, the great trip with Leon
White over the roads from Rockwood
to Cauquomomoc including a hike to
Black Pond, up to Forty Mile, to the
Boundary Cottage, and then on to
Jackman by way of Saint Zacarie,
ending my trip with Mr. White at
Skowhegan. Nearly half the trip was
made with Mr. White who proved to
be one of the best guides and most
delightful traveling companions I
know. So much for the trip which
was vividly reviewed by “Jack Spruce”
which recently brought the trip to
our Hampden folks.
The vastness of the whole operation
with its enormous capital tied up and
large expense of maintenance im
pressed me tremendously. Further
more I could not fail to observe with
appreciation the attitude held by the
woodsmen. They were better than I
expected, too. There appeared to me
to be a spirit of helpfulness and
brotherhood that increased in direct
ratio to the distance from the outside
world. These men seemed to feel a
dependence upon one another, the
necessity for standing by their word
lest if they fail they in turn would
suffer. Being a preacher I would ex
press it not in their language but in
words more familiar to me “Judge
not, that ye be not judged. For with
what judgment ye judge, ye shall be
judged; and with what measure ye
mete, it shall be measured unto you.”
No, they are not saints but they like
the square deal and resent any other
code. I came home refreshed, in
vigorated, and happy. It was the
best vacation I ever had.

“No, Mr. Smith,” she said, gently,
but firmly; “I can never be your
wife.” Then he struggled to his feet,
and said, in broken tones: “Are all
my hopes to be thus dashed to pieces?
Am I never to be known as the hus
band of the beautiful Mrs. Smith?”
This was too much for the girl, and
she succumbed.—Pearsons Weekly
(London).

Leisure is the time for doing something useful.—Franklin.

Northern Aroostook Carnival a Hugh Success
This Carnival was held at Ashland,
February 22 and 23. Exceptionally
fine and pleasant weather prevailed.
The first day was devoted from 8
a. m. to 8 p. m. to decorations, sales
and sports. Several basketball games
were played in the afternoon—teams
representing different towns. Follow
ing these games a very enjoyable sup
per was served at the Grange hall by
the I. T. Club. At eight o’clock a
most interesting programme arranged
by Mr. W. L. Linscott, Principal of
the Ashland High School, was given
under the auspices of the Symposium
Society, and was as follows:
Mary, My Own Macushla........ Chorus
Brass Trio—How Can I Leave Thee
....Messrs. Stewart, Sleeper, Clayton
Tenor Solo—Just the Girl That Men
Forget......................... John McGowan
Tambo and Bones—Cross Fire Talk
................ Two black-faced comedians
Irish Reel—(taken from “The Wish
ing Well”)..........................................
Evelyn Shepard and Glenwood
Orcutt.
Piano Duet—(Taken from “The
Etude”) .......................................... ....
Mrs. W. L. Linscott and Miss Helen
Baker.
Reading—Vashti’s Lament................
...................... ..... „...Miss Hope Witney
Tambo and Bones—Cross Fire Talk
................ two black-faced comedians
Harmonica and Banjo—Descriptive
Leo Michaud and Donald Hodgkins
Cornet Solo—Special......... ..................
............................... Chas. Stewart, Jr.
Fairy Dance—(Taken from “The
Wishing Wall”)....Queen and fairies
Duet—The Hand of You.....................
.............. Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Linscott
Saxaphone and Cornet Duet............
............ Messrs. Sleeper and Stewart
Coon Breakdown—Descriptive..........
...................................... Ruth Sylvester
Tambo and Bones—Cross Fire Talk
................ Two black-faced comedians
Grade Dancers—Specialty................
........................... Ashland High School
Soprano and Alto Duet—Sing Me
to Sleep.................................................
Evelyn Shepard and June McGowan
Solo—That Old Gang of Mine........
...............
Glenwood Orcutt
The morning and afternoon of the
second day, February 23, was given to
sports with the ensuing arrangement:
Senior Horse Race—Stanley Mc
Gowan, 1st; Harvey Alieff, 2nd.
Dog Team Race—Leslie Page, 1st;
Russell Winslow, 2nd; Vera Oakes,
3rd.
Long Distance Snowshoe Race—
(Class 1)—Wallace Clayton, 1st; R.
Bragdon, 2nd; Linwood Winslow, 3rd.
Long Distance Ski Race—(Class 1)
—Delbert Orcutt, 1st; Albert Daniels,
2nd; Bill Orcutt, 3rd.

Long Distance Snowshoe Race—
(Class 2)—Rodney Coffin, 1st; James
Akerman, 2nd; George Martin, 3rd.
Long Distance Ski Race—(Class 2)
—I. Cameron, 1st; R. Michaud, 2nd;
A. Paradis, 3rd.
100 Yd. Dash Ski Race—(Class 3,
Boys)—Lewis Dorman, 1st; Truman
McLean, 2nd; Dwight Racord, 3rd.
Long Distance Snowshoe Race—
(Class 1, Girls)—Alice Allen, 1st;
Mabel Kirkpatrick, 2nd; Jessie Mc
Donald, 3rd.
Long Distance Ski Race—(Class 2,
Girls)—Louise Condon, 1st; Ida Mc
Nally, 2nd; P. Michaud, 3rd.
Relay Champions—(2 Girls)—Por
tage, 1st; Ashland, 2nd; Masardis,
3rd.
Ski Jooring—Alfred Hawksley, 1st;
Ted Orcutt, 2nd.
75 Yd. Ski Dash—(Class 2, Girls) —
L. Crory, 1st; V. Hubble, 2nd; P.
Baker 3rd
100 Yd. Ski Dash—(Class 1, Boys)
—Albert Daniels, 1st; Leo Michaud,
2nd; Perley Duprey, 3rd.
75 Yd. Ski Dash—(Class 1, Girls) —
Louise Condon, 1st; Pamsy Mayo,
2nd; Ida McNally, 3rd.
75 Yd. Ski Dash—(Class 2, Boys) —
A. Paradis, 1st; Truman McLean,
2nd; Stanley McGowan, 3rd.
Relay Race, Town Champions—
(Girls)—Portage, 1st; Ashland, 2nd.
Ashland High School Interclass
Basketball Series—Juniors, 1st;
Freshmen, 2nd; Soph-Seniors, 3rd.
Scout Relay—Ashland, 1st; Por
tage, 2nd.
Ski Jump—(Class 1—B. Smith, 1st;
O. Junkins, 2nd; L. White, 3rd.
Supper was served in the Grange
hall by the Ladies of the Guild of
the Episcopal church and all accorded
this a splendid repast.
At six o’clock the voting for the
Carnival Queen was on. This aroused
much interest on the part of the
school children. The vote resulted,
Mabel Kirkpatrick, 1st; Edna Mosher,
2nd; Evelyn Shepard, 3rd; Eva Mc
Gowan, 4th; June Anderson, 5th. The
first four being from Ashland and
the fifth from Oxbow.
At seven thirty the crowd began
pouring into the Ashland Opera
House, where the following booths
had been arranged: Snake-Charmer
(Miss Alice Carney), Fat Lady (Mr.
Bodge), Fortune-Teller (Mrs. Harold
Tilley), Wild Man (Mr. Lester Allen)
and Radio Booth conducted by Mr.
Ervin Shepard, electrician. These
booths afforded a great amount of
fun and laughter for the sightseers,
and the tenants of the booths acted
and impersonated the characters they
represented with pep and skill. They
deserve a great deal of praise for

their successful efforts in this section
of the carnival.
Then came the crowning of Miss
Kirkpatrick as Queen of the Carnival.
This was performed by Mr. Albert
Daniels, highest point winner for the
boys. Then the prizes were awarded
by Mr. Wilson. The largest award
was a beautiful medal, generously
offered by the American Legion, Don
ald DeLaite Post, No. 109. This was
won by Miss Louise Condon who was
the highest point winner in the games.
The evening’s programme was
staged by Mr. Wilson and was as
follows:
Reading—Specialty......... „.W. Winslow
Flirtation Dance....................................
Gretchen McCormack, Janet Wright
Rooster Fight—Rodney Coffin, Dana
McNally, R. White, C. Stewart.
Athletic Stunts—Descriptive............
............................................... Joe Collier
Bear Performance............ Lester Allen
Performing Elephant...........................
.............. Perley Duprey, H. Worman
Step Dance and Monologue..............
.................................. William Campbell
Dwarfs—Maxine McCormack, Alice
Kirkpatrick, Virginia McGowan,
Helena Hillson.
Hula Hula Maids—Dance...................
Mrs. Hugh Bartlett, Mrs. Lester
Allen.
Playlet........ Helen Stone, Annis Brown
Dance—Descriptive ................. ............
........................... Joe Collier’s Children
Snake Dance—Specialty......................
........................................... Alice Carney
Reading—Leo Michaud, Ray White,
B. White, Gertrude Fenderson.
Hobo Band—Specialty.........................
Irvine Rafford, Leo Michaud, John
McGown, L. Clayton.
Performing Dogs—Jas. McClenchie,
Ralph Mosher, Philip Chapman,
Roger Carter, Milmer McGowan,
Nathan Orr.
Circus Ponies—Ruth Page, Beryl
Lannigan, Gretchen McCormack,
Ella McGowan, Janet Wright, Clair
McGowan.
Bolshevik, the Strong Man............
............................ ..................... Joe Collier
Ringmasters—Messrs. Benj. Andrew
and Joe Collier.
The general committees were:
Executive Committee: A. L. Shorey,
chairman; Benj. Andrew, Chas. Tay
lor and W. Wilson; Earle R. F. Smith,
secretary.
Publicity Committee: Earle R. F.
Smith, chairman, and Mrs. Bodge.
Prize Committee: Hugh B. Bartlett,
chairman; Miss Mildred Bridgham,
Herman H. Kirk and Fred W. Mc
Gowan.
Sports Committee: Harry S. Mc
Gowan, chairman; Miss Alice Carney,
(Continued on page 4, column 3)

The golden rule contains the very life and soul of politeness.—Mrs. Child.
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GEORGE HANSON MARDEN
For the third time within a brief
period the hand of Death has taken
away one of our well known and
highly esteemed citizens.
George Hanson Marden, who passed
away at the Eastern Maine General
Hospital in Bangor, Friday, Jan. 11,
after an illness of a few months, was
born in Lanacster, N. H., June 7th,
1864. He was the second son of
George Warren and Susan Hanson
Marden.
He passed his early boyhood days
near Humphrey Ledge in Bartlett, N.
H., and at the age of ten years his
family moved to North Conway, N.
H., where he attended the Academy
then taught by the Rev. S. Girard
Norcross.
In 1885 he was united in marriage
to the daughter of Charles and Laura
J. Libby at Bartlett, N. H., the cere
mony being performed by the Rev.
Jonathan C. Gale, who had also mar
ried Mr. Marden’s parents.
Moving from North Conway to
Portland, Maine, he entered the em
ployment of the Atkinson Furniture
Company, which was later destroyed
by fire. He then attended business
school, graduating as stenographer
and accountant.
At this time Mr. Marden entered
the employment of the Rumford Falls
Paper Company, where he remained
until the plant was taken over by the
International Paper Company. When
the plant of the Great Northern
Paper Company was opened at Milli
nocket, Mr. Marden became account
ant for the company remaining there
until 1911 when he became Paymaster
of their Madison plant, which position
he held at the time of his death.
He is survived by his wife, two
sons, Charles W. and Byron B., both
in the employment of the Great
Northern Paper Company, and two
daughters, Ruth, a teacher at Madi
son, and Esther, a student at the New
England Conservatory of Music, also
by four brothers and two sisters.
Mr. Marden was a man of sterling
business integrity, held in highest
esteem by his associates. He was al
ways kind hearted, quick and generous
to help those in need, and in his death
the community feels a great loss.
Funeral services were held at the
Congregational church Tuesday after
noon, the Rev. C. H. McElhiney
officiating. Members of Euclid Lodge,
F. and A. M., of which Mr. Marden
was a member, attended in a body and
performed their burial service. Seldom
has there been seen such a beautiful
display of flowers.
The body was taken to North Con
way, N. H., for burial in accordance
with the wishes of the deceased.—
Madison Bulletin.
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JUSTICE CORNISH
MAKES IT PLAIN TO
GROUP OF ALIENS
Augusta, Me., March 5—“United
States citizenship is an initiation into
Americanism for such of you as pass
the test and should not be regarded
as an idle ceremony,” Chief Justice
Leslie C. Cornish declared today in
supreme court addressing a group of
aliens seeking citizenship. “I say this
men and women, because I want you
to realize the importance of what you
are asking. And what are you ask
ing? You are asking to be made
American citizens by naturalization.
It is no right which you can claim;
it is simply a gift on the part of the
government to you. Other nations
have the right to give it if they wish,
and many do; but very few go to
England, or to France, or to Austria,
or Italy, or anywhere else, and ask to
be naturalized in those countries; but
they come here, as you have come,
flocking by hundreds and thousands
taking the country as a whole, asking
citizenship, and, so far as this coun
try is concerned, it is a pure gratuity.
It cannot be bought; if men should
come here with millions and lay it
down and ask for the privilege of be
coming American citizens they could
not have it. It is a gift to you by
the United States, by law, conferred
upon those qualified to receive it.
“In the next place, loyalty; loyalty
to the country, loyalty to the flag in
war and in peace. You must be lawabiding citizens, obeying the laws
which the state makes and which the
nation makes. Be good citizens. You
must be industrious, home makers, for
the home is the center of all good
things. Out of our New England
homes have gone the influences which
have made New England great;
coupled with the church and school.
Be industrious. Have your own homes
if you can. Live that quiet, honest,
simple life which good American citi
zens love and honor. Connect your
self with some church; I care not
what kind—Jew or Gentile, Catholic
or Protestant—but be connected with
some church. A Godless country can
never endure.”
I think that I shall never see
A poem lovely as a tree.
A tree whose hungry mouth is prest
Against the earth’s sweet flowing
breast;
A tree that looks at God all day,
And lifts her leafy arms to pray;
A tree that may in summer wear
A nest of robins in her hair;
Upon whose bosom snow has lain;
Who intimately lives with rain.
Poems are made by fools like me,
But only God can make a tree.
—Joyce Kilmer, in Current Opinion.

Northern Aroostook Carnival
(Continued from page 3)
Mr. and Mrs. W. I. Bull, Mr. and
Mrs. Maurice Bartlett, Glynn Bartlett,
Percy Winslow and Wilmer Mooers.
Entertainment Committee: Mrs.
Arthur G. Andrews, chairman; Mrs.
George McNally, Mrs. F. G. Webster
and Mrs. Kate Hillson.
Vaudeville Committee: Mr. Wilson,
chairman; Misses Helen Baker and
Gladys Victory; Messrs. Long and Joe
Collier.
Refreshment Committee: Clarence
T. Orcutt, chairman; Miss Ellen
Smargonsky, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde E.
Carter, Mr. and Mrs. Ruel Stevens,
Mrs. Harry S. McGowan, Mrs. Hugh
B. Bartlett, Herman Page and Carl
L. Hews.
Booth Committee: Mrs. Hugh Hay
ward, chairman; Miss Elsie Furlong,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Coffin, Mrs. W. C.
Bowley, Hugh Hayward, Philip Bart
lett and Homer Flint.
Decoration Committee: H. Clive
LeMasurier, chairman; Misses Weath
erbee and Roberts, Mrs. Benj. Andrew
and Mrs. A. L. Shorey.
The Carnival was pronounced a
most pleasing event and the financial
result was a great success.

Dr. Garth, a witty physician of the
court of Queen Anne, had prescribed
a nauseous dose for the great warrior,
the Duke of Marlborough. When the
duke objected to following the direc
tions, the sharp-tongued Duchess
Sarah broke in by saying, “I’ll be
hanged if it does not cure you.”
“There, my lord,” interposed Garth,
“you had better swallow it; you will
gain either way.”
“You sign this deed of your own
free will do you, madam?” asked the
lawyer. “What do you mean by that?”
demanded the large red-faced woman.
“I mean there has been no compulsion
on the part of your husband, has
there?” “Him?” she ejaculated, turn
ing to look at the meek little man
sitting beside her; “I’d like to see him
try to compulse me.”—London TitBits.
Donna Teresa Dolores Della Villa
Franca is about to appear in her cele
brated trapeze act.
Voice from the Gallery—Be care
ful, now Biddy, darlin’. Sure av ye
was to fall and hurt yerself, ye’d
break yer ould mother’s heart.—
Pearson’s Weekly (London).
DISCUSSION VS. ARGUMENT

In discussion you are seeking the
truth and in argument you want to
prove that you are right.—Frank
Crane.

Life bears us on like the stream of a mighty river.—Heber.

The Lumber Industry on
Penobscot Waters

A

ny

of

story
the

1umber
industry on the
Penobscot wa
ters, however
minute as to
details, would
be but a frag
ment of the

whole story of
lumbering in America.
When the
original explorers of the coasts of
America came they noted the magnifi
cent forests that covered the shores as
far as the eye could reach. They
formed an almost unbroken forested
coast line from the Strait of Belle Isle,
52 degrees north latitude, to the mouth
of the Rio de la Plata, 35 degrees south
latitude. What they could not then
know was disclosed by later explora
tion, that is, that this forest extended
into the interior, in some places, to
a depth of two thousand miles. Many
of these explorers were adventurers
looking for gold and consequently over
looked the values under their eyes in
these noble forests, in their search for
the glittering ore that would yield
immediate riches. It was left for the
plodding workmen who were content
to gain riches more slowly to discover
one of the real sources of wealth on
the new continent. In the course of
time the rivers flowing down to the
ocean would bear on their waters
ships sailing to every part of the
known world with cargos loaded from
the forests of the valleys and hillsides
of the new world.
Long before a permanent settlement
was planted upon the shores of the
new world specimens of American
timber found a way across the Atlan
tic ; but the first settlers were the
first real lumbermen. From the long
trunks of the great forest trees walls
were formed for the first hastily con
structed dwellings. The forts and
stockades which served to protect
against the hostile Indians were hewed
from the great pine butts which grew
near at hand. The first cargos that
brought returns to America from
across the sea were ships loads of
hewed pine, and ship masts. A re
cent historian says that as early as
1631 the cutting of timber had become
an established occupation, and in 1634
a ship was loaded at what is now

South Berwick, on the Piscataqua
river, with pine clapboards and oak
staves for England, and the number
of saw mills in Maine in April, 1682,
was twenty-four. The Dutch erected
saw mills on Manhattan Island at a
very early date, some records indicate
as early as 1623, which were operated
by wind rather than water. It may
be of interest to note that the saw
mill was used in America long before
it was used in England. In 1767 a
saw mill was destroyed by an English
mob on the ground that it would take
bread out of the mouths of the work
ing people. The first lumber used in
America and shipped to Europe was
rifted and hewed or sent in the stick.
While the colonists saw the value
of the forests, and passed laws to
protect the disappearing wealth, yet
there was a sense in which the forest
was regarded as the enemy of man
and must be destroyed. The limitless
abundance of the forests and the
necessity for clearing it away to such
an extent as to make available grow
ing areas for agricultural products
must have seemed a formidable task
for these pioneers. They went at it
with a will, but all recklessness was
checked, or attempted checks were
placed by careful citizens. As early
as 1660 Portsmouth imposed a penalty
of five shillings for every tree cut by
the inhabitants except for their own
buildings, fencing and firewood. In
Kittery the number of trees that could
be felled before being manufactured
was strictly limited. Regulations for
the use of timber occupied a prom
inent place in the town records of
colonial times.
Massachusetts, under whose juris
diction the forests in the District of
Maine were controlled early passed
laws for the protection of the timber
lands from fires. Fines, damages and
even whippings were imposed by law
upon individuals who carelessly set
fires which destroyed the forests. In
1783 the state passed a law known as
the “Surveyors’ Act of 1783” which
regulated in a very definite way the
manufacture of the various articles of
merchandise in lumber. In the same
year an act was passed intending to
prevent the illicit felling of large
white pine trees growing upon public
lands. In 1794 a law was passed which
protected property in floating timber.

Be strong and of good courage.—Bible.

By 1796 acts were passed regulating
the saw mill industry and holding
dam owners responsible for the dam
age done by dam construction. In
1817 and 1818 the interests demanded
special laws for the control of the
forests in the District of Maine.
These necessarily brief references
to legislative acts on the part of
Massachusetts are made to show the
growing interest in timber preserva
tion and the protection of the lumber
industry.
From the very first Maine held a
prominent place in the industry. The
abundance of the forests, the valuable
timber, the available water power and
the extent of the forested area were
destined to give the State a foremost
place among the States of the Union
in this industry. In fact, the two
great natural resources of Maine are
in the forests and water power. Of
the 33,039 square miles of area, 3,145
are covered with water; and of the
land surface, nearly two thirds or
20,000 square miles is still covered by
forest growth. In the matter of water
power no state of equal area can com
pare with Maine. There are 1,620
lakes having a combined area of near
ly 2,300 square miles. There are 5,151
rivers and streams, making the total
inland water surface of the State
3,145 square miles. The elevation of
lakes above sea level, the interlocking
of lakes and streams, gives a water
power unequaled in any like area in
the States if not on the continent.
The early explorers carried home
to England, France and Spain in
cidental reports of these river outlets
to the sea, and the very earliest writ
ings that we know anything about
mention the wooded shores not as an
item of commercial importance but
they were noted for the folks at home,
the varying beauty presented by the
varying shades of the forest green and
the gigantic trees lifting their forms
in majesty along bays, islands and
river outlets. It appears that the
first Englishman to note the possible
commercial value of the American
forests to Europe was Capt. Way
mouth, who in 1605 carried back to
England samples of what is still
known as white pine, but which was
named in England Waymouth pine,
and is said to be still called by that
name there. The French records do
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not show anything like the early in
terest that the English took in Ameri
can lumber, and the Spaniards were
scornful of it as a possible source of
wealth. In fact there is a story that
the name Canada was given to that
vast region by a disappointed and
disgusted gold seeking Spaniard who,
upon beholding the far reaching wood
ed shores and hillsides turned back
with an expression of disgust which
legend says still holds as the name
of the land.
The territory covered by the early
part of our story was claimed at one
time and another by four leading
European nations of that day, Spain,
France, Holland and England. Such
claim was based on the rights of dis
covery. Spain was the original dis
coverer and was disposed to extend
her soverignty over the whole con
tinent. But, when it became recog
nized as a principle of international
law that discovery in order to create
a valid title, must be followed by
occupation and settlement, she was
not prepared to colonize or defend the
whole. France at first claimed all of
the coast which had not been taken
already by Spain, and in 1603, the
King of France began granting
territory to his subjects. The first
parcel included most of Maine and
far to the south. By 1713 her claims
had shrunk so that she recognized the
Kennebec river as her western bound
ary. She maintained posts at Castine
and Mount Desert. This land between
the Kennebec and the St. John was
for many years the subject of con
flicting claims between the French and
the English. By the treaty of Paris
inl763, France surrendered to Eng
land all of her possessions in North
America except the Island of Orleans.
England founded her claim upon
discovery and exploration, and in this
claim she was probably as well sup
ported, or better than any one of the
other nations. Close upon the suc
cessful voyage of Columbus to the
southern continent came John Cabot,
sailing for Henry VII in 1497, to the
northern continent; and in 1498 a
second voyage took him and his sailors
along the coast of Maine. For a
long time nothing more was done by
the English in the way of exploration,
but this was sufficient claim to permit
English fishermen to frequent the
Newfoundland waters. In 1565 John
Hawkens, who might be suspected, by
his name, of being an Englishman,
explored the entire coast of North
America. Two years later a dis
astrous adventure of his left several
sailors stranded on the Gulf of
Mexico, who made their way north
ward to the Great Lakes and so across
a part of Maine. Sir Humphrey Gil
bert, Bartholomew Gosnold, and
George Waymouth at different times
for a quarter of a century or more
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made explorations of the coast of New
England and Maine.
By 1606 the colonization of North
America had become a part of the
avowed policy of the British govern
ment, and in that year a great joint
stock company was formed for the
planting of these colonies.
They were bound to have direct
bearing upon our story, for the
northern grant included the Maine
coast. The leading spirit of the Ply
mouth Company was Sir John Pop
ham, chief justice of England. George
Popham, with a company of 120
colonists planted a rude village at the
mouth of the Kennebec in 1607. The
attempt soon failed and all the party
returned to the old country. The
county was left alone till John Smith
in 1614 made his exploration, giving
the territory its New England name.
In 1620 the old Plymouth Company
was replaced by the Council of New
England, and on August 10th, 1622
the Council gave to Sir Ferdinando
Gorges and Capt. George Mason,
jointly, the land between the Merri
mac and Sagadahoc rivers, which the
Council indicates as the Province of
Maine. On November 7th, 1629 a
division of this grant was made.
Mason took the western section to the
Piscataqua river and called it New
Hampshire, while Gorges took the
eastern part and claimed all the land
between the Piscataqua and the
Kennebec. It still held the title, the
Province of Maine. Numerous settle
ments had already been made east of
the Kennebec river. Some had settled
on land without grants, while others
had bought land and held title from
the Indians. There was a time when
Gorges understood that his grant ex
tended clear to the Penobscot river,
as shown by early maps.
The claims and counter claims to
the land in the western section of
Maine forms a subject of the most
perplexing nature to the student who
tries to make it clear to himself or
to anybody else. The claims over laid
each other in some instances, in other
cases grants were made of lands al
ready transferred by previous titles.
Buying and selling without clearly
defined boundaries added to the con
fusion. The persons who made most
of these grants were far away from
the scene of action and understood
little about the actual conditions. All
this uncertainty has made endless
troubles for settlers in establishing
their titles and the courts of Maine
for many years were occupied with
these difficulties. In the first place
the King did not grant to the original
holders of this territory an absolute
title. It was control over the territory,
rights and monopolies of trade that
were granted.
Why the King of England should
regard the land as his to be given
away as his interest or whim dictated

rather than hold them as a part of the
natural domain to be used for the
public benefit, is a matter that runs
back to the middle ages. Even as late
as the seventeenth century—and later
still in some instances—the King re
garded all property in lands and
houses as his own, and this had a
profound influence over our own land
titles in Maine. It came about in
this way. In the unsettled conditions
in the middle ages, a man held prop
erty only when he could defend it by
force from the invador. Someone set
the example which was followed till it
become the common method of proceedure for a man to place his prop
erty in the hands of a neighbor who
was strong enough to defend it for
him. With a large number of estates
given over in this way to one man he
naturally became a person of great
importance and influence. This came
in the course of time to be a cere
mony to be gone through with which
consisted of the man kneeling before
his chief and, putting his hands in
the hands of his chief, declared him
self to be his man and gave into his
keeping what property he possessed
and pledged him his services if need
be as a soldier. The chief would then
acknowledge the pledge and promise
to protect him and his and give back
to the original owner the use and
benefit of the property.
It came
about finally that these barons who
had thus received land and promised
protection sought similiar protection
from the King of the relm, and he in
turn became the King’s man and
placed all his property in the hands
of the King. He likewise received
back from the King as a fee or benefit
what he pleased under the King’s pro
tection. It was in this way, through
centuries of custom, that all land and
property of that sort came to be re
garded as belonging to the King. It
was in just this state of mind that
James I and Charles I made grants
of land to corporations and individuals
in the new world.
About the middle of the seventeenth
century, Massachusetts Bay Colony
made known a claim that she had set
up to the territory embraced in the
Province of Maine. The Province con
sisted of that stretch of coast line
and the islands along the shore which
extended from the eastern border of
New Hampshire to the Kennebec
river. By 1658 Massachusetts had
made good her claim and extended
her jurisdiction over the entire
Province. The Gorges claim had been
sold to Massachusetts for £1250. The
territory east of the Kennebec and
west of the Penobscot river was and
had been constantly changing hands.
But in 1664 Charles II gave to his
brother, the Duke of York, besides
other lands, all that tract between the
Penobscot river and the St. Croix.
The French had always claimed this

Books which help you most are those which make you think most.—Parker.

territory, but by the treaty of
Utrecht made in 1713 they ceeded
their claim to England. In spite of
the fact that there was some dispute
about this between the French and
English,
Massachusetts
proceeded
ere long to organize the whole country
between the Kennebec and the St.
Croix rivers into a single county and
called it Yorkshire. Whatever un
certainty may have prevailed about
Massachusetts’ title east of the Kenne
bec river was settled by the treaty be
tween France and England in 1763
when France gave up claim to all
American possessions. So eventually
land titles in the territory which

King’s agents from entering upon the
land to take off timber for the royal
use.
Of course the Revolution put an end
to all such controversies, and Massa
chusetts owned in full title all lands
not owned by private persons, within
the Province. Nobody concerned him
self very much with land lying back
from the sea coast except upon the
larger rivers, which were ascended for
some distance at early dates. The
Province of Maine eventually came to
have a boundary, however, which gave
her more than sea coast consideration.
It embraced an immense tract of land
covered with valuable timber which

wealthy Philadelphia merchant, for
12 1/2 cents per acre. No doubt it was
a reasonable price for times and cir
cumstances.
When the separation occurred be
tween Massachusetts and Maine in
1820 it was agreed that the wild lands
owned by the former should become
the joint property of both States. By
this division Maine came into posses
sion of 6,000,000 to 7,000,000 acres of
timber land. In 1853 Maine bought
from Massachusetts what was left of
her share for $362,500, something over
1,000,000 acres. As a State, Maine
began disposing of this estate of
something like 8,000,000 acres. Grants

our story covers went back to the
English grants. The claims of Massa
chusetts were as good as anybody’s,
but there was litigation in the court
and disputes without and concerning
just what had been conveyed in these
grants. In 1718 Massachusetts was
at law with the Crown in an effort
to stay the King’s agents from cut
ting pine from their lands for the
King’s ships. The opinion rendered
holds that the nature of the grants
did not carry the power to stop the

Massachusetts utilized to its full mar
ket value. Much of this timberland
was disposed of when Maine was
under the jurisdiction of Massa
chusetts in grants to the soldiers of
the Revolution and the war of 1812.
In the aggregate enormous tracts
were granted to to colleges and
academies, an enormous acreage was
sold at lottery sales, a good deal was
given to settlers in lots of 200 acres,
and in one transfer 2,107,396 acres
were sold to William Bingham, a

of land were made with, what to us
in this day appears like astonishing
freedom. Schools, colleges and aca
demies were endowed, roads and
bridges were built, and grants were
made for support of the gospel min
istry.
In 1864 the State made a grant of
land to the European and North
American railroad, now the Maine
Central. At first the condition was
that the railroad was to pay Massa
chusetts $280,000, which Maine still

It is noble to seek truth and it is beautiful to find it.—Sidney Smith.
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owed for the purchase of the million
acres, but this condition was re
moved before anything was paid and
the railroad received the land, 700,000
acres, as a gift. The value was said
at the time to be $300,000. About 1880
the people of the State began to feel
that there was need for a more con
servative policy with regard to the
State owned lands. The rise in the
price of timber, the increasing de
mand for a timber supply makes tim
ber land for the last quarter of a
century or more valuable property.
The entire State has for a number of
years been surveyed into townships
about six miles square, containing
about 23,000 acres each.
Hon. Edgar E. Ring, one time for
est commissioner of Maine, in 1903
issued an estimate of the standing
timber, particularly the merchantable
spruce in the State. The estimates
were divided according to the water
sheds, the St. John, the Penobscot, the
Kennebec and the Androscoggin. The
results show that there was standing
at that time 21,239,000,000 feet of
spruce, besides large quantities of
pine, cedar, hemlock, poplar and vari
ous hardwoods. From deductions made
by Ralph Hasmer, a field assistant of
the United States Bureau of Forestry,
it was determined that the annual
growth was suffiient to warrant the
cutting of 637,000,000 feet of spruce
timber in the State each year with
out depleting the supply.
These
introductory
paragraphs
ought not to be closed without a
reference to the type of men into
whose hands this wonderful inheriance of the lumber industry fell. For
the most part they were English,
Scotch and Irish. They were men of
the most sturdy sort. Mentally keen,
physically giants. They set to work
upon this task in which only such
men as they could endure and suc
ceed. The building and operating of
saw mills, the cutting and handling of
the timber in those days called for
men of power and endurance. They
gave what was required, and they
built up an industry of supreme im
portance to the nation.
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By W. G. KAISER
Agricultural Engineer
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For 10 cows this well designed manure pit need be emptied only once in
three months. The manure spreader can be backed down the incline.

Mrs. Kyndly—But you promised
that if I gave you your breakfast you
would cut the grass and rake the
lawn.
Homeless Holmes—And J lied. Let
this be a lesson to you, lady, not to
put your trust in strange men. They
are all gay deceivers.—Cleveland
Leader.
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HE loss of fertilizing elements in barn manure was lost by exposure, while in
yard manure amounts to millions of Maryland a test of eighty tons of manure
showed a loss of two-thirds of its value
dollars every year on American farms.
This is a direct loss, suffered by the indi in one year.
To give proper protection to barnyard
vidual farmer, although in many cases he
manure, leak
has not been
proof pits are a
aware of it be
MANURE VALUES
necessity. Fre
cause he was not
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stations and agricultural colleges, the
enormity of this loss has been definitely nure is saved, and may be kept indefinitely.
Concrete pits will not leak. A simple
established, and lack of information is no
longer a valid excuse for a farmer losing and inexpensive form of concrete pit may
be built like a shallow enclosure alongside
large sums of money on his manure.
The Indiana Agricultural Experiment the barn located so that it is easy to
Station estimates that one-third of all throw manure out of the barn windows
manure is wasted. In the opinion of this into the pit, and likewise easy to load
institution Indiana farmers alone lose from the pit into the manure spreader.
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(To be continued)

He—I was an intimate friend of
your late husband. Can’t you give
me something to remember him by?
She (shyly)—How would I do?—
Punch.

KEEPING FARMS FERTILE
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more than $24,000,000 a year in fertilizing
elements of farm manure. This loss comes
from the failure to save the liquid content;
uncontrolled fermentation of the manure;
and leaching, or the washing out of soluble
plant food. Pound for pound the liquid
content is worth more than the solids and
the greatest single item of loss is the
liquid content. Where the manure is
thrown outside the bam, with no protec
tion, the liquid content soaks into the
ground, the plant food is washed out by
the rain, and uncontrolled fermentation
largely destroys the value of the remainder.
The New Jersey Agricultural Experiment
Station found in a test case, that over half
of the fertilizing value of barnyard

As it is usually not practical to use
enough bedding to absorb all liquids, a
cistern should be built near the pit to
hold the unabsorbed portion. For the
cistern and pit floor use, concrete mixed
in the proportion of one sack of portland
cement to two cubic • feet of sand and
three cubic feet of pebbles. The propor
tion for the walls should be 1:2 1/2:4 The
walls 'of the pit should be built first.
When the floor is placed a one-half inch
space should be left around the edge
which is later filled with tar to make a
watertight joint. For ten cows a pit 16 feet
long by 16 feet wide and 4 feet deep is large
enough. For 20 cows the pit should be
24 feet long by 20 wide and 4 feet deep

Nothing is troublesome that we do willingly.—Jefferson.
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Editorial
Mob Violence vs. Law Control
Our dictionary defines mob as “an
unlawful or riotous crowd.” This is
a definition that well defines.
It
readily brings us to the heart of the
matter.
The mob is essentially
possessed of an idea strongly en
trenched. To have an idea is a good
idea. To held the idea strongly is
wise. But strong ideas greatly need
guarding. It is strangely easy for
human nature to carry its ideas be
yond their proper limit. A swollen
river overflows its banks and much
damage ensues. Fire not orderly con
trolled is capable of ravenous on
slaughts and fearful results. Ideas
unfenced with reason produce startl
ing dangers. Dissevered notions run
away with themselves and a harvest
of devastating whirlwind is reaped.
A mob naturally sweeps into its em
brace the neurotic, the excitable and
the unbalanced. A mob leader who
capitalizes such conditions of human
life is extremely dangerous. The mob
programme is absolutely contrary to
civilized society; and in so far as it
prevails by so much has civilization
receeded to barbarism. The mob plan
has no legitimate place in civilization.
It stands out in bold disagreement
with all that is decently human. It
can never secure and maintain safe
and sane liberty nor attain high ends
for any people. If there must be
warfare, let it be an ordered strife
and a legally authorized war.
Mob violence carried to its sure,
psychological conclusion is lynch law
—an appalling disgrace to any society.
Lynching is not a far away operation
in a mob. It is near at hand. It is
just around the corner, if not on the
same street. Lynching has besmirched
our American life. But recent statis
tics show a decline. In 1922 there
were about sixty lynchings in the

United States while in 1923 there
were only about twenty-five. This is
about twenty-five too many. But this
figure is less than one-half of one per
cent of the homicides in the country
last year. Law is the only arrange
ment in human affairs insuring safety
and liberty. Law must keep pace with
advancing life; and, in fact, there is
no advancement without the element
of law. To disregard and ignore law
is to shatter human organization.
When an individual becomes a law
unto himself or when a group of
people take the law into their own
hands then danger is lurking near.
Disregard of law is disintergration of
the social order.

The article beginning on page 5
is the first of a series which will be
run in several issues of The Northern.
This one in the current number is, as
will be readily seen, of an early his
torical character and serves as a basis
for succeeding numbers. The two
maps are run in relation to the ma
terial.

The Way of Prosperity
It is estimated by scientists that
human beings have been here upon
the earth for 500,000 years! The
oldest building upon the earth is the
Sakkarah pyramid in Egypt, built
about 6800 years ago. The building
was 2000 years old when Abraham
was born. That sounds like an awful
age, and it is; but think of the tre
mendous lapse of time that went be
fore as compared with 6800 years.
The age of that pyramid represents
about the period when man began to
build enduring structures. Even 6800
years of building is but a short time
as compared with that long period in
which the human family built nothing.
What is the difference between
savagry and civilization? What date
marks the point where the one leaves

But who the melodies of morn can tell.—Beattie,

off and the other begins? It is the
point where the savage begins to build
something at the cost of labor to him
self. Then he leaves off his wander
ing life and settles down with what
he has built. When the savage man
leaves off his habits of waste and be
gins to conserve he passes over the
line where civilization begins. Our
race began civilization when they built
themselves dwellings, saved the skins
of animals for furnishings and orna
ment ,and began to provide for a con
tinuous food supply near their homes.
The length of time in which he has
been building and accumulating is but
a brief one indeed as compared with
the long period of his savage and
wasteful life.
It has been said that the disposi
tion to accumulate property has been
the greatest civilizing force known to
mankind.
It is probably true. A
major part of the civil code of the
nations has to do with the protection
of men in the possession of the prop
erty which they have accumulated.
The desire to accumulate is also a
greater moral force than it is usually
thought to be. It is the idler who is
the waster. It is the unambitious who
are the vicious. Samuel Johnson one
time said, “Men are seldom more
innocently employed than when they
are honestly making money.”
Today, we are the heirs of those
who have gone before us. Their ac
cumulations are passed on to us. Each
generation gives to the next one its
gains in the way of art, tilling the
soil, making machinery, protecting the
health and making life more useful
and livable. All that has been collect
ed in the way of knowledge or dis
covery has been passed along to us.
There is always the tendency on the
part of the heirs to live idly upon the
inheritance. Thrift is not a natural
instinct in human beings, it is the out
come of bitter experience. Those who
have lived before us have learned that
lesson—which is also passed to us—
“Those who waste will suffer.”
Perhaps the most misunderstood
word in the English language is the
word “economy.” Almost every one
will tell you that economy consists in
keeping your money instead of spend
ing it. That is not economy at all.
We must spend for food, clothing,
shelter, and medicine. Some one has
said that the American people have
grown rich through their extrava
gances, which in the broad sense is
true; but when they were spending
wisely they were growing richer in
the operation. Penuriousness is the
sure road to failure and want; a
nation composed of penurious people
is decadent and will soon be no nation
at all. True economy is the wise
handling of our money and our things.
Taking care of what we have after we
get it is the truest economy. To make
what we have operate to produce still
more is real conservation.
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Hon. Frederick W. Wallis
On Americanization
The following quotation, by former
U. S. Commissioner of Immigration,
is timely, pertinent and forceable, and
was made in an address at Bangor
March 13. We find ourselves in the
fullest accord with it:
“We hear much of Americanization!
It is a big word and I fear we know
but little of what it means from a
practical standpoint.
Americaniza
tion is for the most part an economic
and educational problem. You can no
more force Americanization down an
alien’s throat than a minister can
cram religion down your throat. It
cannot be done in that way.
“Real Americanization is simply
interpreting to the alien the better
things of our American life, and
interpreting them in terms of fairness
and good will. Americanization can
best be achieved through the forces
of environment, night schools, day
schools, vocational schools, Sunday
schools, better living conditions,
sufficient wages and hours of employ
ment which guarantee a healthful life.
If we will give the immigrant to
understand that his work is appreciat
ed, that this nation is his opportunity,
that this government is his friend, and
that he must become naturalized, then
and then only will he make his best
contribution to American life and
labor.”

Mr. William Lane is at Forty-Mile
plant working on the garage.

* * *

Miss Frieda Ayer is doing the table
work at Rockwood boarding house.

Stick to it, boy,
Through the thick and the thin of it!
Work for the joy
That is born of the din of it.

Mrs. Sargent has been to see her
daughter, Kathleen, who is going to
school in Portland.

Owing to the warm weather the
roads are in poor condition for heavy
loads. This is a great handicap for
there is considerable wood yet to be
hauled.

Mrs. Gertrude Powers celebrated
her 22nd birthday, giving a fine
supper to a party of friends.
Mrs. Hillton and Mrs. Cochrane
have returned to Rockwood after
spending the winter away.
Mrs. George Roberts is cooking at
the Rockwood boarding house. Mrs.
Roberts was for a long time cook at
the Wild Wood Farm.

Mrs. Burr has returned to her home
in Bangor, after spending a few weeks
with her husband at Caucomogomac
lake.

* * *

RAINBOW OPERATION

F. H. Gilbert was calling on friends
in Greenville Saturday.

If it’s worth while and you are in
the right of it,
Stick to it, boy, and make a real
fight of it!

Stick to it, lad,
Be not frail and afraid of it;
Stand to the gad
For the man to be made of it.

F. H. Schoppe, who has been clerk
of Chesuncook Dam miscellaneous, is
assisting with office work of this op
eration.

John E. Mea has recently come to
the box car office to relieve Mr. Buck.
Mr. Buck has returned to his home
in Winterport.

J. F. Daley, auditor, was here on
business last week.

Failures beset you,
But don’t let them fret you;
Dangers are lurking
But just keep on working.

George Price, store house clerk, is
very busy just now on account of the
near completion of many of the opera
tions.

Mr. Joseph MacKinnis has gone to
the Forty-Mile plant to work at the
garage.

Dr. Pritham of Greenville was in
Rockwood treating sickness at the
home of Mr. King.
Dr. Pritham
crossed the lake in his snowmobile.

STICK TO IT

Messrs. M. G. Cimbollek, Ernest
Carter, and Ralph Mills, of the Social
Service, were here on the 11th and a
very pleasing program was given to a
large and appreciative audience.

Brean and Beck, Thomas McLean
and William Murphy have now com
pleted their jobs. Cone and Boyle ex
pect to finish in a few days. The
others will be a few weeks later in
closing.

HERE AND THERE
Mr. A. V. MacNeal made a business
trip to Bangor recently.
A tractor
road on the
and required
labor to get

and plow got off the
way to Caucomogomac
a great deal of time and
it back.

Doctor—Dear me! You have had
three glasses of beer daily? I only
allowed you one!
Patient—It’s all right, doctor.
You’re the third medical man I’ve con
sulted, and they each allow me one
glass, so that makes it right, you
see.—London Humorist.

J. P. Bolduc took in the winter
sports carnival at Montreal.

George A. Bridge, Supt., enjoyed a
trip to Bangor and Portland recently.
The Rainbow boys and visitors are
enjoying Frank Costello’s good meals.

Deaf to the sneering
And blind to the jeering,
Willing to master
The present disaster.

Stick to it, lad, through the trial and
test of it,
Patience and courage will give you
the best of it.
—Edgar A. Guest.
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ROCKWOOD

S. W. Morin and Walter M. Creegan
are assisting Mr. Boldoc on his office
work.

H. J. Casey, paymaster, was in
disposed for a few days this week with
a slight attack of the grippe.

Vice and barbarism are the inseparable companions of ignorance.—Sumner.

ASHLAND
The Donald DeLaite Post, No. 109
of this town held a Leap Year Ball
in the Ashland Opera House on
February 29th, and a large crowd of
people attended it.
The dance hall was attractively
decorated with red, white and blue
crepe paper, and several large mirrors
were hung around the walls in an
artistic manner.
The orchestra composed of the fol
lowing, left nothing to be desired in
the way of local talent: Miss June
McGowan pianist; Mr. Ouellette, vio
linist; Leo Michaud, banjo; Johnny
McGowan, drum and traps. These
young people did their very best to
give the dancers all the latest music,
and succeeded in their endeavor, judg
ing by the number of couples who
danced every number of the program.
During intermission refreshments
were served in the American Legion
building, and everybody was treated
in the expected and usual efficient
manner of the post.
Conditions did not seem very bright
during the day of the twenty-ninth,
because owing to a slight breakdown
at the power plant there was no pros
pect of having any electric lights for
the dance.
However, through the
strenuous efforts of Messrs. E. Jun
kins, G. Bartlett and C. Brooks, a
temporary lighting apparatus was in
stalled, and the dance hall was bright
ly lighted in the evening.
It was quite unusual to see the
ladies purchasing dance tickets for
their friends, and another peculiar
feature of this dance was the ex
change of husbands before coming to
the dance. The ladies certainly un
derstood the intricacies of a Leap
Year Ball, and also took full advan
tage of their knowledge, although the
gentlemen seemed quite willing to co
operate with them in everything.
We congratulate the American
Legion on their successful dance, and
hope to have the pleasure of reporting
on their Eastern Masquerade Ball,
which takes place on April 14th. This
ball will embrace fancy costumes of
every description and everybody must
wear a musk upon entering the dance
hall, but a fancy costume is not ab
solutely necessary, although it would
be a very pleasing sight to see all
dancers costumed appropriately. If
any of the young or old folks wish
to send away for costumes for that
evening, the adjutant of the Donald
DeLaite Post, No. 109 will be glad
to help them in every way possible in
selecting and ordering their costumes.
The dance committee who organized
the Leap Year Ball are to be con
gratulated on their good work, and
the committee was comprised of the
following:
Everett Junkins. E. A.
Orcutt, Lazare Coty and H. Clive
LeMasurier.

The Great Northern Paper Com
pany have completed the construc
tion of piers and booms on the Ma
chias river, and Messrs. T. S. Ranney
and F. L. Street, who were here in
connection with this work, returned to
Bangor last week. We hope Messrs.
Ranney and Street will be among us
shortly as they are respected and liked
by everyone in this vicinity.
It would be very amusing and in
teresting to some of their friends if
they asked them the following ques
tions regarding their actions while
located in Ashland the past winter,
and I am sure Tom and Fred would
be glad to have an opportunity to
talk about these facts:
Who is the best boxer?
Who can swing the 15-pound sledge
hammer in the blacksmith shop?
Who fell into the Machias river and
got wet?
Who will be the inventor of the
next snowmobile?
Who will be the first inventor of
the motorcycomobile?
Who likes two helpings of mince
pie, his own and the other fellow’s?
Who is the strong man who juggles
the bars of 1 1/2 inch round iron?
Who was the first man to break the
Stollie unbreakable cant dog?
Who likes to play the game of “63,”
and hangs to it until 1 a. m.?

HERE AND THERE
Mr. T. S. Ranney and F. L. Street
are soon to go to Washburn to pre
pare for the loading operation this
spring. This wood to be loaded here
is the wood cut a year ago in the
Machias Operation.

Walter Armstrong is employed at
Skinner for the S. D. Warren Co.
Mr. Harry Bridges is also employed
there in clerical work. Mr. Bridges
has been located there since last April.
He has recently returned to Skinner
from Portland, where he has been in
the hospital for an operation for
appendicitis.

The potato house at the Grant Farm
was recently destroyed by fire.
George Price is bereft by the death
of his sister, Mrs. Henry Delancy,
who died in Boston, February 12. Mr.
Price was called from the Rainbow
Operation to attend the funeral and
went to his home in Houlton to ac
company there Mrs. Delancy’s little
daughter, Miss Jockquelin.

FROST WORK

If you’ve got something on your
chest, come forth like a man and say
it. Don’t be a gossip. We all hate a
gossip. We all like a booster. As
some jingle-maker has put it:
Boost, and the world boosts with you.
Knock, and you’re on the shelf;
For the world gets sick of the one
who’ll kick,
And wishes he’d kick himself.
Boost when the sun is shining,
Boost when it starts to rain;
If you happen to fall, don’t lie there
and bawl
But get up and boost again.
Boost for your own advancement.
Boost for the things sublime;
For the chap that’s found on the top
most round
Is a booster every time.

Who can describe the trees and sky
This morning rare; alas, not I,
Lace-work, fairy-like, purest white,
Against the azure sky.
Who can describe the filmy veil,
That lifts and falls, and lifts again,
Not I, oh, no; not I.

“Would you allow your name to go
on the pay-roll of a corporation?”
“Never,” answered Senator Sorghum;
“anybody that needs the benefit of my
counsel and support hereafter will
have to come around with the cold
currency in a lump sum.”—Washing
ton Star.

Oh, heedless ones, or full of care,
Who ’neath this glory walk;
Look up, look up, at the picture rare!
Lest it divinely talk,—

(to new cook)—How long
do you boil eggs, Mary? They were
a little too hard this morning.
Modern Kitchen Queen—Until I
smoke a cigarette, ma’am, and some
burn slower than others.—Life.

He jests at scars that never felt a wound.—Shakespeare.

Oh, the wondrous beauty of the trees;
Oh, the tender blue of the sky;
Would I could put it into words,
But ’tis little use to try!
How rare to walk beneath such trees;
Lace-work against the sky.

The white white snow o’er all the
earth;
That lovely scene on high.
Can you describe it? No, you can’t,
Neither can I!

Of God; the beauty, loving God,
Who spreads, with lavish hand;
Marvelous things for us to see,
Then let us understand!
Look while you can, ’twill vanish soon,
Such things as these,—
Stay not for those dull eyes that see,—
But frosted trees!
(Mrs.) H. N. Shaw.
Orono, March 4th, 1924.
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Little Marion announced: “Papa, I
can count!”
“Wonderful! Begin then!”
“One million, two million, three
million.”—Ulk (Berlin.)

D. P. Dunton of the Accounting
Dept. has returned to Bangor after
being temporarily employed in the
office at Greenville Shop.

R. L. McNamara has been trans
ferred from the Bangor Office to the
Greenville Shop office.

“Here is that suit I bought of you
last week,” said the angry customer to
the tailor. “You said you would re
turn my money if it was not satis
factory.”
“That’s what I said,” responded the
polite tailor, rubbing his hands, “but
I am happy to tell you that I found
the money to be entirely satisfactory.”
—Reynold’s Newspaper (London.)

NO HOLD ON HIM

I doff my gray fedora
To Uncle Rodman Babbitt;
He’s smoked cigars for 20 y’ars
And never got the habit.
—Ohio Sun Dial.
OUR BEAUTIFUL LANGUAGE

A boy who swims may say he’s,
swum, but milk is skimmed and
seldom skum, and nails you trim, they
are not trum.
When words you speak, these words
are spoken, but a nose is tweaked and
can’t be twoken, and what you seek is
seldom soken.
If we forget, then we’ve forgotten,
but things we wet are never wotten,
and houses let can not be lotten.
The goods one sells are always sold,
but fears dispelled are not dispold,
nor what you smell is never smoled.
When young, a top you oft saw
spun, but did you see a grin o’er grun,
or a potato nearly skun?—Tit-Bits.
PETS

Some women pet monkeys—
What next, heaven’s sakes?
Some women pet parrots
And others pet snakes.
They neglect their husbands,
But oh, how they fret,
When hubby is finding
Some chicken to pet!
—Edgar Daniel Kramer
in Judge.
MORE ZOOLOGY

The waitress at the restaurant had
taken his order some time ago, but
now she stood behind his chair with
a perplexed frown on her fair face.
At last the prospective diner broke
the silence.
“A penny for your thoughts, miss,”
he said. She blushed deeply.
“We’re rather busy today,” she re
plied, “and I was just wondering
whether you were a stewed rabbit or a
boiled fowl.”—Answers (London.)
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“What’s a fairy tale?”
“That depends on which way the
ferry’s going.”—Lampoon.
“He never completed his education,
did he?”
“No, he died a bachelor.”—Tit-Bits.
“ (Hic), shay, waiter, bring me some
turtle shoup; an’, shay, make it
shnappy (hic).”—Judge.

Pal—Miss Notes can hardly carry
a tune.
Lay—Well, she always sings very
heavy stuff.—Chaparral.
Wife—Horace, darling, drive care
fully, won’t you?—remember, we have
Fido with us!—Bulletin (Sydney.)
First Flapper—Who invented mod
esty?
Second One—A bow-legged woman,
I suppose.—Carnegie Puppet.

Of course, Horace, if the shore of a
river is a river bank, the coast of the
nation is the National Bank.—
Chaparral.

Greedy—Waiter, what have you in
the way of a square meal?
Greek—Bouillon
cubes,
sugar,
waffles and raviolas.—Chaparral.

“Where do your children learn all
their bad language?”
“We live near the income tax col
lector’s office.”—Jugend (Munich.)

Host—What is your Alma Mater,
Mr. Nurich?
Guest—I never touch, thanks, but
I’ll take a cigar instead.—Rutgers
Chanticleer.

Bob—May I hold your hand?
Laura—Of course not! This isn’t
Palm Sunday.
Bob—Well, it isn’t Independence
Day, either.—Drexerd.

Prof.—At what tower did Paul Re
vere see the lantern, the signal that
the enemy was coming?
Student—About midnight. — Penn
State Froth.
She—I wonder if you remember
me? Years ago you asked me to
marry you.
The Absent-Minded Prof.—Ah, yes,
and did you?—Michigan Gargoyle.
Eminent Specialist—So you went to
a general practitioner. What food ad
vice did he give you?
“Oh, he told me to see a specialist!”
—Judge.

Miss Wither—Yes, father has al
ways given me a book for my birth
day.
Friend—My, what a wonderful
library you must have.—Chicago
Phoenix.
Private Secretary—How shall I
charge this money you are giving to
the Anti-Saloon League?
Millionaire Bootlegger—Charge it
to insurance.—Life.

Howard—Did you know that to
mend an American flag is forbidden?
Jay—What a pity it had not been
forbidden to mend the Constitution.
—Judge.

“Hermann, see how that lawyer is
squeezing daughter’s hand under the
table?”
“Let him! While he’s squeezing he
can’t be eating.—Fliegende Blaetter.
Friend—Don’t you keep a copy of
your manuscript?
Budding Young Author—No, I find
that it isn’t necessary; I get all the
originals back.—Texas Ranger.

“I see you have bought a gramo
phone. I thought you couldn’t stand
the sound of the things!”
“I can’t. But my mother-in-law is
staying with us, and she hates them
more than I do.”—Karsaren (Chris
tiania.)

Everything good in man leans on what is higher.—Emerson.

“There goes Colonel Potty. I heard
daddy say that he was a tremendous
lady-killer when he was young"
“I spec’s they died of fright!”—
London Humorist.

Visitor—What an inspiring sermon
your husband preached on “One Day’s
Rest in Seven”!
Pastor’s Wife—I didn’t hear it—I
had to get his dinner.—Pelican.
Diner (who has sent for the man
ager)—Look here, sir; I have a very
serious complaint—.
Manager—Pardon me, sir. This is
a restaurant, not a nursing home!—
Tit-Bits.

Father of Family (at museum) —
This ’ere is the hostrich—now ex
tinct.
Wife—But, dear, surely the hostrich
ain’t extinct?
Father of Family (tenaciously) —
Well, this one is.—Punch.

Young Lordling (in Alberta)—My
word! There goes the Prince off a
horse again. And he was traveling
incognito, too.
Puncher—Yep! But you can’t fool
a horse.—Ohio State Sun Dial.

“Mr. Drinkwater sent me here. He
wants you to give me a place in your
office.”
“Mr. Drinkwater? I don’t know
him.”
“That doesn’t matter. I’ll introduce
you.”—Sans-Gene (Paris.)
Irish Father (to promising son) —
Be a good boy and study hard, Denis,
and some day you may be President
of the Irish Republic and have every
body in Ireland respecting your
memory.—Tatler (London.)

“I got my start in life through
picking up a pin in the street. I was
refused employment by a merchant,
and on my way out I saw a pin. I—”
“Yes, I know; you picked it up, the
merchant was impressed by your care
fulness, called you back and made you
head of the firm. I’ve heard of that
boy so often!” “No; I saw the pin,
picked up and sold it for £100. It was
a diamond pin.”—Pearson’s Weekly
(London.)
Mr. Gayly—My wife is learning to
play the piano, my daughter is study
ing vocal music, and my son is
struggling with the violin.
Mrs. Golitely—And what are you
learning?
Mr. Gayly—To be an out-of-door
man.—Judge.

Young Bridegroom—Do you under
stand this furnishing hire system?
Another—Rather! They send you
new furniture and you pay so much a
month for it. By the time you hate
it it’s yours.—Weekly Telegraph.
Barker—Why does a woman always
keep a man waiting so long after she
says she’ll be ready in a minute?
Harker—Because she picks out a
minute which is about half an hour
away.—Pearson’s Weekly (London.)

Revenue Officer—You promised to
have that new rum-boat chaser done
before this. What’s the cause of the
dalay?
Boat Builder—Yes sir, you’re next
on the list, but we have already
promised these three rum-boats first.
—Life.
Weak Eyes—I want a pair of strong
spectacles. I’ve just had a very pain
ful experience that I don’t want to
repeat.
Oculist—Did you take a stranger
for an acquaintance?
Weak Eyes—Worse than that. I
took a bumble-bee for a berry.—Notre
Dame Juggler.

One of the best narrators of Irish
stories is Lord Carson, who always
tells them with the gravest face. One
of his best is an Irish “wake” story.
A pretty girl was invited to the fu
neral of a friend. When it was over,
she was telling how much she enjoyed
it. “Sure, it was grand,” she said.
“They put me in the second coach with
the brother of the corpse, and I was
the belle of the funeral.”
Charged with illicit distilling, a
long lean Tennessee mountain youth
stood before the rural bar of justice.
“What’s your name?” asked the judge.
“Joshua, yore honor,” answered the
boy. “H‘m! Joshua? Joshua what?”
his honor prompted. “Jes’ Joshua,”
replied the culprit. “Are you the
Joshua who made the sun stand still?”
said the judge. “No yore honor—I’m
the Joshua what made the moonshine
still.”

A Lanarkshire coal miner, hearing
a chum say he was going to Glasgow,
asked him to bring back a pair of
stockings.
The friend accordingly
called at a hosier’s to make the pur
chase but, althought shown every kind
and variety of stocking, declared all
unsuitable. The anxious shopman as
sured him that he had seen every
variety that was made, and could not
see why some of them would not suit,
whereupon the miner replied, “What
I want is a pair of bow-legged ones.”

Civilization depends on morality.—Emerson.

Dr. Frederick G. Banting of Tor
onto, co-discoverer with Dr. McLeod
of the insulin treatment for diabetes,
said, on a recent visit to New York:
“Dancing is all right, but I think you
carry it too far here. You dance in
the morning and in the afternoon, and
you dance all night. You remind me
of a Chinese nobleman who attended
a ball in Canton that was given by the
officers of an American ship. The
night was hot, and the nobleman
looked on at the strenuous exercise
for a time, and then he laid his hand
on the arm of one of his hosts and
said softly: “Why don’t you let your
servants do this for you?”

“No,” said the old man sternly, “I
will not do it. Never have I sold any
thing by false representation, and I
will not begin now.” For a moment
he was silent, and the clerk who stood
before him could see that the better
nature of his employer was fighting
strongly for the right. “No,” said the
old man again. “I will not do it. It
is an inferior grade of shoe, and I
will never pass it off as anything
better. Mark it ‘A Shoe Fit for a
Queen,’ and put in it the window. A
queen does not have to do much walk
ing.”
The Duchess of Bedford, herself a
bold rider to hounds, can tell a good
fox-hunting story now and then. One
of her favorites concerns an Irish
gentleman who, visiting friends in
Leicestershire, was out with one of
the crack packs of that famous hunt
ing shire. His horse got out of hand
when the hounds were momentarily at
fault and galloped right into them.
The master “spoke” to him with great
fluency and fervor, to which the vis
itor took exception. “Sir,” he remarked
in dignified accents, “I am Mr. Fall
—one of the Falls of Dungannon.”
“I don’t care a hang, sir,” thundered
the irate M. F. H., “if you are the
Falls of Niagara; I won’t allow you
to override my hounds.”

HERE AND THERE
Angus McDonald has resigned as
superintendent at the Ten Mile. A.
B. Chaplin has been appointed to suc
ceed him. Mr. and Mrs. Chaplin went
there about three weeks ago.

M. S. Hill served as one of the
judges in a speaking contest between
the high schools of Sherman, Patten
and Island Falls, February 29. The
contest was held at Island Falls. The
other two judges were, William Marr,
Supt. of Schools at Millinocket, and
Miss Young of the Houlton High
School.
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Dwyer Letter
No. 5

At Beni-Ounif, where the
Great Sands roll away, white
and wind-whipped, to Timbuctoo.
My dear Mrs. Homer:
I shall never forget Beni-Ounif de
Figuig.
I left Ain-Sefra at six o’clock in the
morning and from six till after eleven
I ran through country that looked as
if it had been smitten by the hand of
the Almighty. It was bleak, desolate,
and appalling. No trees, no habita
tions, no grass even. The railway
stations were all fortified places, the
walls pierced for rifles and the corners
protected by platforms of metal that
stood out from the walls. It was a
most dismal and depressing run.
Then out of the desert to the south
appeared the waving date palms of
Beni-Ounif de Figuig.
Imagine looking out for hours and
hours at a landscape that looked in
capable of providing sufficient mois
ture for a bed of thistles and then,
suddenly springing up before your
eyes, a sea of palms! I stared at
them, thinking for a few moments
that I was the victim of a mirage. It
seemed unbelievable, impossible, un
real!
But the palms were there in the
wilderness. They swept towards the
train, their fronds shinging in the
strong sunshine.
Thousands and
thousands of them. They waved a
welcome to the most fertile oasis of
the whole Sahara. The train ran
through groves of them and pulled
up at the station of Beni-Ounif.
The station itself is a most un
attractive one. It is hot and dusty,
but the palms running up in green
rivers through the barren hills tell
the visitor to forget the heat and the
dust and find peace and forgetfulness
in the great silence and the calm that
is upon the place.
And at Beni-Ounif the Compagnie
Generale Transatlantique have worked
a little miracle. In a desire to make
it possible for the visitor to rest in
the. oasis in comfort the company have
opened a hotel, and to this hotel I
went when I got off the train. And
there at the most southerly town in
the Sahara I obtained a hot bath. The
bath is one of the little matters of
which the hotel is justly proud. It is
the first surprise that is sprung upon
you. The young and bright manager
steps forward and asks politely if you
would not like a warm bath before
lunch, and he watches for the little
gasp of astonishment that is his re
ward. A negro, blacker than the
darkest night, (he tells me that his
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mother was an Arab and his father
was a Senegalese) prepared the bath
and I enjoyed it immensely.
Here my room costs me 15 francs
a day (the double rooms are 22),
lunch is 12 francs; dinner 15. And
although most of the things have to
be carried four hundred miles through
a most appalling desert, the food is
good. The hotel is a triumph over
Heat, Desert, and Distance. Last
evening I ate fish that had been caught
in the Mediterranean and brought in
ice from Oran. A dish of them, un
cooked, was carried proudly round the
dining room during dinner.
Now, outside the date palms and a
few ornamental trees in the garden of
the hotel, there is not a single tree
around Beni-Ounif. There is not even
a blade of grass outside the little
barley patches beneath the trees.
There stretches out before you rocky
desert and sand, with gloomy hills of
brown rock. Yet the strangeness of
the place makes it fearfully attractive.
It gives you a pleasant terror; a nice
creepy thrill. I like it. I would like
to stay here for a long time and watch
the palms, the desert, and the tre
mendous sunsets. The sun slips down
behind a range and sets the whole
Sahara aflame.
There are six other voyagers at the
hotel. No Americans. This place is
a little out of the way but I prophecy
a big future for it. It is a new Biskra
without the thousand and one tourists
that Biskra gathers. For the person
who would like a place that has not
been tourist-ridden, a place that is
new and strange, a place where there
is nothing “faked” for the unfortunate
voyager I would recommend BeniOunif. I have never seen a place like
it. You are on the edge of civiliza
tion, on the very fringe of things.
Southward the camel caravans go
with armed guards into the wastes.
You can watch them, comforted by
the thought that you can retreat once
a day by the slow train and three
times a week by the fast train that
makes the great link between you and
the real world.
For Beni-Ounif
doesn’t seem a real world.
It is
terrible, strange, and, at the same
time, beautiful.
Today an Arab called at the hotel
with half a sheep that he wished to
dispose of. Another came with a
fowl, holding the chook proudly in his
arms as if it was a baby. Rather
splendid fellows draped in white
burnouses and losing little of their
dignity in the attempt to dispose of
their goods. They stood out in the
hot sunshine and howled for “Sohlem,”
the Senegalese who waits on table.
A fine fellow is “Sohlem.” He wears
one earring, but to make up for this
shortage he has two wives. One of
the ladies lives at Beni-Ounif, and
the other lives forty days march
southward. When the hotel is closed
during the summer months “Sohlem”

starts for the southern home and the
other wife. I wish you could see him.
He is a very solemn fellow (possibly
two wives make one a bit solemn), and
it is a delight to watch him serve at
table. He has fine black arms with
leather strap around one wrist, and
he tackles every problem with a
seriousness that provokes mirth. He
likes the hotel, and he is very proud
of a red waistband that he wears. He
has never heard of America and has
no idea where it is situated. I asked
him about the earring, and from the
few words of French that he speaks
(his language is Arabic) I came to
the conclusion that he changes it to
the other ear when he makes south
ward to Wife Number Two.
Figuig is six kilometres away, and
I am going there tomorrow in the
company of an Arab who speaks ex
cellent French but does not read or
write. Figuig has some three hun
dred thousand date palms. It is in
Morocco and the village—or the sev
eral villages—are famous.
They
were first visited by a white man in
1862.
With all good wishes,
Yours very sincerely,
James Francis Dwyer.

RIPOGENUS DAM
R. H. Robertson was in Ripogenus
on Thursday.
Mrs. Arthur Simmons spent a few
days with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
R. H. Boynton at Millinocket.

The Misses Mary and
Simmons are spending their
with their aunts, Mrs. Fred
and Mrs. Emery Getchell
Town.

Isabelle
vacation
Tibbetts
at Old

Miss Marion Smith, who has been
teaching school at Ripogenus, has re
turned to her home in Hampden, for
a three weeks vacation. Miss Smith
will return to teach the spring term.
Mrs. Wigton was convinced that the
lucky figure of her life was seven.
“It’s quite extraordinary,” she said,
“how seven has dominated my life. I
was born on the seventh day of the
month, and had seven sisters.”
“Married on a seventh?” asked her
friend.
“Well, I was married on June 28
—really, but it’s still a seven—seven
times four. And only yesterday I
had an enormous bit of luck.”
“Surely,” said her friend, “yester
day was the thirteenth?”
“Oh, yes. Isn’t it wonderful? The
seven again, you see. Seven and six
are thirteen, aren’t they?”

Nothing great or good can be accomplished without toil.—A. H. Stevens.

